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Overview

With over 35 years of experience in Sauna Cabin manufacturing 
we pride ourselves on bringing our customers fantastic quality 

sauna cabins at affordable prices.

Sauna cabins provide a haven of tranquillity, a place to unwind, 
cleanse your body and refresh your mind. We offer a range of cabins 
from one person domestic cabins up to 20 seat commercial models. 

Use a spare room or convert a garage or loft,  most models can be 
tailored to customer sizes and are available with full or partial glass 
front or sides, please contact our technical advisors. We also offer a 
bespoke design service and site surveys, please  see our Bespoke 



Design page for further information or contact our design team.
All cabins come complete with a full height safety glass door, benches, a traditional 
rock sauna heater, accessories,  fittings, installation instructions and a user guide.  
Upgrades for sauna heater and digital controls are available for  all sized models.

Constructed from only the finest quality timber sourced from trusted merchants, all of 
our  cabins are designed for easy installation, no plumbing or drainage, plastering or 
building  work, all that is required is a space that leaves a 25mm air gap all around the 
cabin and a suitable electrical power supply.

Commercial and Domestic cabins are supplied direct and can be delivered to anywhere 
in Europe. 



Commercial Cabins
Club and commercial models are supplied with a tanalised timber 
base frame to lift the cabin off the floor and protect against lying 
water. A double thickness framing to the benches cater for the 
load of extra bathers completed with a timber door with triple 
brass hinges. complete with a glass door and frame, the door is 
also available in a disabled access width.

Heavy Duty Commercial
For larger busier establishments we have designed a range of 
heavy duty commercial cabins to solve the problem of excessive 
usage in well used clubs and leisure centres.

The cabin height is increased to 2200mm allowing for an optional 
third tier of benches which gives more comfortable access for 
more people. Panels are made using thicker 16mm claddings on 
both sides of the framing for strength, durability and robustness. 
Heavy duty benches and disabled access door as standard, with 
the option of a floor standing or the more modern behind the 
bench heating system which provides a more user friendly 
environment. Chose from our large range of heavy duty heaters 
with specially designed specially designed control and keypad for 
commercial use.



Celebration Model Domestic & 
Commercial
Backrest, headrest, floor mat bucked, ladle , light, shade, 
thermometer / hydrometer, towel and fragrance rack with four 
fragrances. All installation materials, fixings, screws nails and 
brackets included with comprehensive instructions for assembly , 
maintenance and use.

Deluxe Model Domestic and Commercial
Knot free Abachi timber (that remains cooler to the touch) for 
the benches, backrests, headrests, heater guard and floor mat, 
hand crafted bucket and ladle, low voltage lighting system 
and improved deluxe accessory pack including combined 
thermometer / hygrometer, sauna clock, large house glass sand 
timer, towel and fragrance rack with four fragrances.

All cabins come with accessories and fittings and are for indoor 
use only. Commercial and domestic cabins are supplied direct 
and can be delivered to anywhere in Europe.



Bench Material
We offer a choice of Standard or Deluxe specification Sauna 
Cabins, the major difference in these two specifications is the 
timber used for the benches, back rests, head rests, floor mates 
and heater guard

Standard Timber
Our standard timber is a white pine commonly used in traditional 
sauna cabins. This pine has small knots dotted throughout the 
timber which matches nicely with the panel claddings and is a 
popular choice for many of our customers.

Deluxe Timber
Our deluxe Abachi timber comes from a tropical African tree. 
Abachi timber is particularly popular for use in sauna cabins due 
to its lack of splinters of resin, most particularly however its low 
heat retention makes it an ideal choice as the material stays cooler 
to the touch, reducing the need for use of towels in the cabin.

All of our Saunas are manufactured in the UK using kiln dried 
spruce sourced from managed forests certified by the FSC



Sauna Doors

From left to right: 

Sauna glass door with hinges

Sauna Glass Door 615mm x 1875mm 
also available in 900mm 1875mm

Sauna Wooden Door 615 x 1875



Sauna Heaters
Modern Oceanic sauna heaters with advanced features, 
digital controls and sequential heating. Suitable for both 
domestic and commercial applications. 

The new range feature stylish brushed stainless steel outer 
case for an improved appearance and increased durability. 
For a day long operation floor standing heavy duty heaters 
have large rock capacity for trouble free operation.

Remote controls allow for salon supervision of the cabin 
temperature

Heavy duty controller Heavy duty control box Wall mount sauna heater



A new addition to the range of sauna heaters is the behind 
bench heater. The narrow profile unit is designed to be 
mounted behind a false wall in order to give maximum space 
inside the cabin. Available for domestic and commercial in a 
range of outputs.



Sauna Accessories
Every sauna cabin is supplied with a complete 
sauna accessory pack. Celebration and Deluxe 
specifications vary slightly

Lamp and Shade
Our celebration sauna lamp and shade 
comprises an anti explosion lamp with a 
wooden shade

Sand Timer
15 minute sauna sand timer. 

Thermometer & Hydrometer
The thermometer measures the temperatures of 
the cabin whilst the hydrometer measures the 
amount of water in the air

Celebration 

Celebration 

Celebration 

Bucket and Ladle
Essential oils can be mixed with water and 
ladled over the rocks in order to increase the 
humidity inside the cabin which allows the user 
to feel the heat more directly



Celebration 

Celebration 

Fragrance Rack & Fragrances
4 x 125ml  bottles of SaunAroma© fragrances 
on a wooden rack with convenient towel hooks 

Back Rest and Floor Mat
Wooden slatted head rest and floor mat

Sauna Clock
To be positioned on the outside of the sauna 
cabin

Sauna Rocks
15Kg of Sauna rocks to be 
used within the traditional 
sauna heater



Optional Extras
We offer a variety of optional extras that can be added onto the 
sauna cabin, these are not essential for functionality of the sauna 
however they may improve user experience.

Glazing
It is becoming increasingly popular to specify glazed panels in 
the sauna. We offer a choice of half and fully glazed panels. Please 
speak to a member of the sales team if you are interested in glazing 
panels.

Feature Wall
The feature wall is a panel 
clad on the interior face 
and tiled on the interior 
face with travertine 
mosaics, it is positioned 
behind the sauna heater. 
The feature wall not only 
brings more style to 
the cabin but also helps 
to reflect the heat and 
prolongs the life of this 
panel which is exposed to 
excessive levels of heat.

We now also offer our 
feature wall  option with 
split face slate



Herb Bowl
The herb bowl hangs above the sauna heater  
as it steadily steams it provides an increase 
in the cabin humidity. Users can mix raw 
essential oils, fresh herbs, citrus fruits or 
even Himalayan salts with the water in the 
bowl to add a new dimension to the bathing 
experience

Bench in fills and Bench 
Lighting
Boxing in the benches with bench in fills 
offers an aesthetic improvement to the 
cabin, often customers opt to have below 
bench lighting in conjunction with the bench 
in fills as they produce a more subdued and 
relaxing ambience.

Chromotherapy
Boxing in the benches with bench in fills 
offers an aesthetic improvement to the cabin, 
often customers opt to have below bench 
lighting in conjunction with the bench in fills 
as they produce a more subdued and relaxing 
ambience.

Speakers
Playing music in the sauna cabin can add to 
the relaxation experience. It is possible to add 
speakers  at low level in the traditional sauna 
cabin
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All sizes are + or - 10mm. 
Please allos for a 25m air gap all around all cabins

The bench door and heater positions can be varied 
in most bains, in addition we can adapt our cabins to 
suit individual situations . We can change the length, 
width or height dimensions, we can slope the roof or 
angle the walls etc. Please discuss requirements with 
our technical staff
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Commercial Range
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